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We construct a continuum model for the Moiré superlattice of twisted bilayer MnBi2Te4, and
study the band structure of the bilayer in both ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM)
phases. We find the system exhibits highly tunable Chern bands with Chern number up to 3. We
show that a twist angle of 1◦ turns the highest valence band into a flat band with Chern number ±1
that is isolated from all other bands in both FM and AFM phases. This result provides a promising
platform for realizing time-reversal breaking correlated topological phases, such as fractional Chern
insulator and p + ip topological superconductor. In addition, our calculation indicates that the
twisted stacking facilitates the emergence of quantum anomalous Hall effect in MnBi2Te4.

Topology has become one of the central topics in con-
densed matter physics. The discovery of topological in-
sulator (TI) [1–11], quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) ef-
fect [12–18] and other topological states have significantly
enriched the variety of quantum matter, and may lead to
potential applications in electronics and quantum com-
putation [19–23]. Electron-electron interaction plays an
essential role in fractional quantum Hall effect, and there
have been proposals of strongly correlated topological
states such as fractional TI and fractional Chern insula-
tor (FCI) without magnetic field [24–31]. Experimentally
realizing such states is, however, challenging because flat
topological electronic bands are generally required for
electron-electron interactions to manifest.

Recently, it is shown that Moiré superlattices in
twisted or lattice mismatched two-dimensional (2D) ma-
terials can give rise to flat topological bands. A prime ex-
ample is twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) [32–35], where
the lowest two bands carry a fragile topology [36–40]
and become flat near the magic twist angle θ ≈ 1.1◦.
In addition, flat valley Chern bands can be realized
in tBLG with aligned hBN substrate [41–43], twisted
double bilayer graphene [44–46], ABC trilayer graphene
on hBN [47–49] and twisted bilayer transition metal
dichalcogenides [50, 51], etc. The small bandwidths
make electron-electron interactions important [52–59],
and further lead to intriguing interacting phases in exper-
iments including superconductivity, correlated insulator
and QAH effect.

So far, all of the experimental Moiré systems are time-
reversal (TR) invariant at the single particle level, thus
the total Chern number always equals to zero. Therefore,
even with flat bands, it is difficult to achieve TR break-
ing interacting topological states such as the FCI in these
systems. This motivates us to consider the Moiré super-
lattice of TR breaking layered materials. A promising
system is 3D antiferromagnetic (AFM) topological axion
insulator MnBi2Te4 [60–78], which can be driven into a
ferromagnetic (FM) Weyl semimetal or 3D QAH insu-
lator. The material consists of Van der Waals coupled

septuple layers (SLs) and is FM within each SL. Few-SL
MnBi2Te4 films have been shown to host instrinsic QAH
effects [68].

In this letter, we study the band structure of twisted
bi-SL MnBi2Te4 (tBMBT) Moiré superlattice as an ex-
ample of TR breaking Moiré systems. The magnetization
of the two SLs may be either the same (FM) or oppo-
site (AFM), both of which are explored here. We find
the band structure contains a number of nondegenerate
Chern bands, which undergo Chern number topological
phase transitions with respect to tunable system parame-
ters such as the twist angle, staggered layer potential and
the magnetization. In particular, by tuning staggered
layer potential, one can drive the first valence band of
both FM and AFM tBMBT into a flat Chern band with
Chern number ±1 around twist angle 1◦, which is ener-
getically separated from the other bands. tBMBT thus
provides an ideal platform for searching for FCI and other
TR breaking interacting topological phases. In addition,
low energy bands with Chern number higher than ±1
may also be realized by tuning the parameters.

The bulk MnBi2Te4 has a layered rhombohedral crys-
tal structure with the space group D5

3d (No. 166). Each
unit cell consist of seven-atom layers (Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-
Bi-Te) arranged along the trigonal z-axis with the ABC-
type stacking, referred to as an SL, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The in-plane triangular lattice constant is a0 = 4.334 Å,
and the thickness of an SL is c0 = 40.91 Å. Neighbor-
ing SLs have van der Waals couplings, and the adjacent
atomic layers of neighboring SLs form AB stacking in the
ground state crystal structure.

Below a Néel temperature of ∼ 25 K, each SL of the
bulk MnBi2Te4 develops an intralayer FM order on the
Mn atoms with an out-of-plane easy axis, but adjacent
SLs couple anti-parallel to each other, yielding a topo-
logical axion insulator with an out-of-plane layered AFM
order. The FM phase with an out-of-plane easy axis is
a competing ground state with a slightly higher energy,
where the system is a Weyl semimetal or a 3D QAH in-
sulator [60, 61]. The intrinsic magnetism and band inver-
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FIG. 1. (a) A single SL of MnBi2Te4, where seven atomic
layers form the ABC-type stacking. (b) Top view illustration
of A, B, and C stacking configurations of the triangular atomic
lattices. (c) The relatively twisted single SL BZ and the Moiré
BZ of tBMBT.

sion make it highly promising to realize the intrinsic QAH
effect in few-SL MnBi2Te4 thin films [60, 61, 64, 68–70].

The weak Van der Waals coupling between SLs allows
the implementation of tBMBT by stacking two mono-SLs
with a twist angle. The first-principles calculations show
that few-SL MnBi2Te4 have competing FM and AFM
ground states [60, 61, 64]. While the AFM phase is more
likely, it may be flipped into FM by a 2 ∼ 4T magnetic
field [63, 68, 79] or top/bottom FM heterostructure prox-
imities. Therefore, we investigate both the FM and AFM
phases of tBMBT, where the two SLs have the same and
opposite z direction FM orders, respectively.
Model. We now construct an effective continuum

model [32] for tBMBT formed by two SLs stacked on top
of each other with a twist angle θ, which is generic for
C3z symmetric layered magnetic materials with low en-
ergy Dirac electrons. The Hamiltonian for such a model
can be written in real space as

H =

(
h1, θ2

(−i∇) + Ud T (r)

T †(r) h2,− θ2
(−i∇)− Ud

)
, (1)

where −i∇ is the 2D momentum in the monolayer Bril-
louin zone (BZ) of each SL, hl,± θ2

is the 4 × 4 mono-

layer Hamiltonian of the l-th SL (l = 1, 2) rotated by
angle ±θ/2, Ud is a staggered layer potential which can
be tuned by the top and back gates, and T (r) is the
4 × 4 interlayer Moiré hopping potential. The basis of
the monolayer Hamiltonian hl,± θ2

is (|p+z,Bi, ↑〉, |p
−
z,Te, ↓

〉, |p−z,Te, ↑〉, |p
+
z,Bi, ↓〉)T of the l-th SL (l = 1, 2), where

superscripts “+”, “−” stand for parity. |p+z,Bi, s〉 is the
spin s bonding state of the pz orbitals of two Bi layers,
and |p−z,Te, s〉 is the spin s antibonding state of the two pz
orbitals of the top and bottom Te layers. Since the low
energy physics in MnBi2Te4 is located near the Γ point,
we set the origin of the momentum −i∇ to be Γ of the
monolayer BZ. In the below, we study the FM and AFM
phases separately.

FM phase. Depending on the strength of FM exchange
field, the untwisted FM bilayer MnBi2Te4 may be either
a QAH insulator of Chern number ±1, or a trivial insula-

tor which enters the QAH phase under a small magnetic
field [68, 69]. To include both possibilities, we introduce
a dimensionless FM strength tuning parameter γf , where
we fix |γf | = 1 to be the critical FM order strength above
(below) which the untwisted FM bilayer MnBi2Te4 is a
QAH (trivial) insulator [79]. Experimentally, γf is tun-
able by the magnetic field.

The monolayer Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) for a FM
tBMBT with FM strength γf can be written as

hl,± θ2
(k) = R†± θ2

[hN(k) + γfhFM(k)]R± θ2
, (2)

where k = (kx, ky) is the 2D electron momentum, R± θ2
=

diag(e±iθ/4, e∓iθ/4, e∓iθ/4, e±iθ/4) is the angle ±θ/2 rota-
tion matrix about the z axis. hN(k) and hFM(k) are the
nonmagnetic part and FM part of the k · p Hamiltonian
of single SL MnBi2Te4 at the Γ point, respectively, which
take the forms

hN(k) = ε0(k) +


m(k) αk−
αk+ −m(k)

−m(k) αk−
αk+ m(k)

 , (3)

and

hFM(k) =


m1(k) α′k−
α′k+ −m2(k)

m2(k) −α′k−
−α′k+ −m1(k)

 . (4)

Here ε0(k) = γk2 is the particle-hole asymmetry term
proportional to the identity matrix, k± ≡ kx ± iky,
m(k) = m0 + β0k

2, and mj(k) = mj + βjk
2 (j = 1, 2).

The interlayer Moiré hopping potential T (r) is spa-
tially periodic. To the lowest order, it can be Fourier
expanded as

T (r) = T0 +

6∑
j=1

Tje
igj ·r , (5)

where gj (1 ≤ j ≤ 6) are the six smallest Moiré reciprocal
vectors with length |gj | = 8π sin(θ/2)/

√
3a0 as shown in

Fig. 1(c). r = 0 is defined as an AA stacking center,
where the adjacent atomic layers of two SLs form AA
stacking. The matrices can be divided into

Tj = TN
j + γfT

FM
j , (0 ≤ j ≤ 6) (6)

where TN
j and TFM

j are the nonmagnetic part and FM
part, respectively. The form of matrices Tj and the pa-
rameters for the FM phase estimated from bulk calcula-
tions are given in the Supplementary Material (SM) [79].

We now investigate the Moiré band structure of the
FM tBMBT with respect to θ, Ud and γf . To distinguish
from the original monolayer BZ, we denote the high sym-
metry points of the hexagonal Moiré BZ as Γm, Km and
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Mm. The bands of FM tBMBT are generically nondegen-
erate, many of which carry nonzero Chern numbers. The
FM tBMBT has C3z and C2xT symmetries at Ud = 0
(T for TR). A nonzero Ud is odd under C2xT and thus
breaks C2xT . Since the Hall conductance σxy is invariant
under C2xT , the band Chern numbers of FM tBMBT are
invariant under Ud → −Ud.

Fig. 2(a)-(e) show typical examples of the FM tBMBT
Moiré band structures, where the Chern number of the
j-th conduction (valence) band is denoted by CCj (CV j),
and the parameters are given in the caption. The charge
neutrality point (CNP) is set as zero. In general, the
Chern numbers of the lowest several bands are tunable up
to ±3. However, most bands except for the first conduc-
tion and valence bands have no indirect gaps among each
other. Therefore, the system is metallic with nonzero
Fermi surface Berry phases at high fillings.

Here we mainly focus on the first conduction and va-
lence bands of the FM phase. In the parameter space of θ,
Ud and γf , they undergo multiple Chern number topolog-
ical phase transitions via gap closings at high symmetry
points. Fig. 2(f) shows the Chern number phase diagram
of the first conduction and valence bands (CC1, CV 1) with
respect to θ and γf at fixed Ud = 40 meV. The gap be-
tween the the first conduction and valence bands closes
at Γm point around γf = 0.93 for a wide range of θ,
which leads to an exchange of Chern number 1 between
these two bands. Accordingly, the FM tBMBT at the
CNP is a QAH insulator with Chern number −1 when
γf > 0.93, and the first valence band carries Chern num-
ber CV 1 = −1. Therefore, the FM tBMBT enters the
QAH phase at a smaller FM strength γf than the un-
twisted FM bilayer MnBi2Te4, which suggests that twist-
ing helps achieve the QAH effect in bilayer MnBi2Te4. In
addition, the first conduction band undergoes a gap clos-
ing with the second conduction band at KM and K ′M
points at angle θ ≈ 1.2◦ as shown in Fig. 2(f), where its
Chern number changes from 0 to 2.

Fig. 2(g) shows the phase diagram with respect to Ud
and γf at fixed angle θ = 1◦. As one can see, adding a
staggered layer potential Ud also helps achieve the QAH
effect of Chern number −1 at the CNP, and accordingly
CV 1 = −1. Besides, the Chern number of the first con-
duction band changes by 3 at Ud ≈ 10 meV, which is
induced by the gap closing between the first and second
conduction bands at three Mm points.

In particular, the first valence band of the FM tBMBT
with Chern number either −1 or 0 can be made extremely
flat, and the band is energetically separated from other
bands near twist angle θ = 1◦. It is therefore promising
to realize TR breaking interacting topological states such
as the FCI and the p+ ip chiral topological superconduc-
tor (TSC). Generally speaking, adding a staggered layer
potential Ud flattens the first valence band but not the
first conduction band, due to the particle-hole asymmet-
ric term ε0(k) in Eq. (3). Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the band
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FIG. 2. The band structure of the FM tBMBT for (a) θ = 1◦,
Ud = 10 meV, γf = 1.02, (b) θ = 1◦, Ud = 40 meV, γf = 1.02,
(c) θ = 1◦, Ud = 40 meV, γf = 0.75, (d) θ = 2◦, Ud = 40 meV,
γf = 1.02 and (e) θ = 3◦, Ud = 40 meV, γf = 0.75. (f) Chern
numbers of the first conduction and valence bands (CC1, CV 1)
as a function of angle θ and exchange field strength γf , where
Ud = 40 meV is set. (g) (CC1, CV 1) for θ = 1◦ as a function
of γf and staggered layer potential Ud.

structures at θ = 1◦ and γf = 1.02 with Ud = 10 meV
and 40 meV, respectively, where the first valence band
has Chern number CV 1 = −1, and the system has Chern
number −1 when the Fermi level is at CNP. In particu-
lar, when Ud = 40 meV in Fig. 2(b), the bandwidth of
the first valence band is suppressed down to W ≈ 1 meV,
while its gap with the other nearest bands is ∆ ≈ 4 meV.
Such an isolated flat Chern band is therefore an ideal
platform for realizing the FCI, where the electron filling
is readily tuned by a gate. For an estimation, taking the
dielectric constant of the MnBi2Te4 film εr ≈ 10, one ob-
tain a Coulomb interaction energy U ≈ 6 meV for filling
in the first tBMBT band, which easily exceeds the band-
width and thus make the FCI possible. Besides, the FM
strength γf can further tune the Chern number of the
first valence band and accordingly the Chern number at
CNP. Fig. 2(c) shows the bands at θ = 1◦, γf = 0.75 and
Ud = 40 meV, where both the first valence band and the
CNP gap have Chern number 0. In this case, the first
valence band realizes a topologically trivial flat band of
bandwidth smaller than 5 meV.

With either Chern number 0 or −1, the nondegener-
ate flat valence band allows a single Fermi surface with
large density of states when partially filled, leading to
a chance of realizing an intrinsic p + ip chiral TSC if a
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nodeless pairing is developed [80–83]. The superconduc-
tivity experimentally discovered in other Moiré systems
suggest that superconductivity is more likely to occur in
the presence of Moiré superlattices [84], where one pos-
sible mechanism is the Moiré pattern enhances electron-
phonon coupling if the superconductivity is phonon in-
duced [85–87]. Therefore, the p+ ip TSC might be more
achievable in TR breaking Moiré superlattices such as
tBMBT here than other TR breaking systems.

When θ is far from 1◦, it is difficult to obtain energeti-
cally separated flat bands. For smaller θ, the bandwidths
are smaller, but there are hardly indirect gaps except
for the CNP gap. For larger θ, not only indirect gaps
are rare, but also the bands become more dispersive, as
shown in the two examples of Fig. 2(d) and 2(e) at θ = 2◦

and 3◦ with Ud = 40 meV, respectively. Detailed exam-
ination reveals that the optimal angles for flat bands in
the FM tBMBT fall within 0.8◦ . θ . 1.2◦.

AFM phase. The monolayer Hamiltonian of the l-th
layer (l = 1, 2) in Eq. (1) for the AFM tBMBT takes the
form

hl,± θ2
(k) = R†± θ2

[
hN(k)− (−1)lγafhAFM(k)

]
R± θ2

, (7)

where hN(k) is still given in Eq. (3) but with different
parameters from FM phase, and the AFM term is ap-
proximated as

hAFM(k) = diag(m1,−m2,m2,−m1) , (8)

which has no k dependence. γaf tunes the AFM order
strength (γaf = 1 represents the strength estimated from
the first-principles calculations). The interlayer Moiré
potential only contains the nonmagnetic part of Eq. (6),
i.e., Tj = TNj . The matrices Tj and the parameters for
the AFM phase are listed in the SM [79]. In contrast to
the 3D AFM MnBi2Te4 which has two-fold degenerate
bands protected by the PT symmetry (P for inversion),
the AFM tBMBT has nondegenerate bands, since the
twist angle breaks the PT symmetry. It only has C3z

and C2x symmetries at Ud = 0, and C2x is further broken
when Ud is nonzero.

Since σxy is odd under C2x, all the bands of the AFM
tBMBT have Chern number zero at Ud = 0. Nonzero
Chern numbers can only arise at nonzero Ud, and are
odd under Ud → −Ud. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show the
band structure of AFM tBMBT at θ = 1◦, γaf = 1 for
Ud = 10 meV and 40 meV, respectively. Similar to the
FM phase, increasing Ud flattens the first valence band
but not the first conduction band. Besides, the Chern
number of the first valence band undergoes a transition
from 0 to 1 as Ud increases, which is induced by the
gap closing at K ′m point (note that Km and K ′m are not
symmetric). Fig. 3(d) shows the Chern number phase di-
agram of the first conduction and valence bands with re-
spect to θ and Ud. Therefore, the first valence band of the
AFM tBMBT can also be driven into a flat Chern band
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FIG. 3. The band structure of the AFM tBMBT for (a) θ =
1◦, γaf = 1, Ud = 10 meV, and (b) θ = 1◦, γaf = 1, Ud =
40 meV. (c) Zoom-in plot of the valence band structure in
(b), showing the bandwidth of the first valence band. (d)
(CC1, CV 1) as a function of the twist angle θ and the staggered
layer potential Ud.

separated from the other bands. Fig. 3(c) shows a zoom-
in plot of Fig. 3(b), where the first valence band has a
small bandwidth around W ≈ 3 meV, but with a smaller
gap to second valence band. The CNP gap always has
Chern number 0. The conclusions are qualitatively insen-
sitive to γaf . This allows the realization of the QAH ef-
fect with Chern number ±1 in the AFM tBMBT by fully
emptying the first valence band. More importantly, this
indicates it is also possible to realize FCI and other inter-
acting topological phases in the AFM tBMBT. Again, we
find the optimal angle for realizing energetically isolated
flat bands in AFM tBMBT is around θ = 1◦. It is worth
mentioning that a larger θ can lead to relatively flat first
valence band with CV 1 = −2 but without indirect gap to
higher bands [79].

Discussion. The tBMBT with a twist angle near 1◦

host isolated Moiré Chern bands, whose bandwidth is
significantly smaller than the Coulomb repulsion energy
(2 . U/W . 6). Mechanically robust single SL of
MnBi2Te4 has been obtained experimentally [68], mak-
ing it possible to implement tBMBT. The broad vari-
ety of tuning parameters including twist angle, staggered
layer potential, electron filling, magnetic field, and hy-
drostatic pressure makes tBMBT a promising platform
for realizing the correlated topological phases. The FM
phase is more favored than the AFM phase for the flat
Chern band to have a larger gap to other bands. Dis-
orders also inevitably exist in realistic materials. Short
range scatters will broaden the bandwidth, and thus re-
duce U/W , but the correlated topological phases should
be robust against long-range potential fluctuations (i.e.
charge puddles).

tBMBT may provide the first experimental platform
for isolated Moiré flat Chern bands. Besides tBMBT,
there are rich choices of magnetic layered topological ma-
terials such as Mn2Bi2Te5 [88] and MnBi4Te7 [89], etc.
These materials provide fertile playground for investigat-
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ing emergent correlated topological states in twisted mul-
tilayers with tunable U/W .
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